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HE iinufth hii lit of peace has affected the But, while it served th.- interests of society in franchise, passed factory acts, repealed the com 
S. P -90 C. ma largely as society in general, general, temporarily, fundamentally, it served the laws—the Chartists, the Shaftesbury* and. Peels, er 
Inddfed, if one may judge from recent utter- interest of a new class rule In establishing the new the opposing rivalries of property in te restai Who 

in the Clarion, if the SrP. of C. is not already freedom it also established the regnahcv of its own made free trade, CoIxlen or the growth of industry? 
defunct it has an ominous rattle in the throat. Be- dominion. It maintained its new law with the aspira Who abrogated slavery in Britain, Wüberforce or 
tween constitutional conciliation ; waiting for some- lions of society. It clothed its new institutions with progressive economy in production?. Who abaHshed 

%foing to turn up; and its “be kind to auld grannie” the idealism of class abstractions. In its develop- it in America, Lincoln or capitalist competition ?
attitude to labor, it has surely adopted a new Jos- ment, it built up the new property forms of “right.” What turned the liberal Gladstone of the 40s into 

e; "eplA cost philosophy. Com. “C,” Com. Harrington, “justice,” “freedom, 
even ye editor, all vigorously .ring the changes of into its own tradition of “eternal troth.” But be- 

gyg - "the wider vision (and incidentally we may toll our 
* beads in gratitude, for Marx, on whose good broad 

|| shinihiihi we can foist our pet predilections.)
And what is this frider,vision ? Apparently, that

between labos and socialism there ought, or need, contradicted the mobflity.of labor; for the free
to be. no antagonism (1L) ; that our attitude to labor ket ia'lhe sylnbol of exploitation, while free labor is tion? Or the One B IT ? Or synd^ibst aide Utep- 
poHtically should be sympathetic, as it is economic- the satisfaction of the means of life. The former ping?—Initiative, or the blind pressure of oonditieWe? 
ally (C) ; and that, seemingly, the mechanics of the h, e straight issue of capita lint class rale. The latter. Sympathetic reflcxes.or the reflex* of an. UHenfigh 
mu TaThlt philosophy may be resilient to conciliative transformed by wdd ■usunderatanding, iato its toned proletariat? 
fotrnpeetion (Macleod). Well, another little ripple Capitalist corollary—ther travesty of eoatract. 
on the lowing waters can make no difference.
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civilisation.” the Imperialist of the 80s? Who determined the v ÿ v’ 

Russian revolution, Lenin or Csarist feudalist^? . ' 
cause eternal truth violates the reality of eternal Who won the war, the U.S. (?) or the exhaustion sf 
movement, because prSpflrty right is fundamentally the central power*? Who dictated the Peaee Treaty,

ress inevitably developed Wilson or imperialism f Is it not the same with labor 
e mobility of the market organisations? What motives the 8. P. C. and its 

mar- vagaries? Or the A F . L.? Or i

humanity.
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True, men play their part in all those issues. But

Thus Capitalist soeiaÇf, apparently beginning as not the determining part According as they saw “r , 
The real question of issue is tactics. As the R single class With a eegsmon aim, newsssrify un the situation they struggled and mifocniwA . AnH 

' nature of taetiea.ia So be determined by the nature folded its ever growing bitterness of daas divisions the clarity of their seeing Was detoforined by the 
of the propesitieB, we muri look at the propeaition- It graded and subdivide^. It split into group and fecundity of their conditioning. Tb£ were the pro- 

is SodaBsm ? The theory, that as faction. It subdivided apd antagonised. It eon fas daet of their times ■ the tools nf
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roe of human life are socially op- ed thed-m and veiled Hpt tbei and influence, and ephei
i?;.

-v .- ally owned ai*f administered ia the interest of the- 'tradition of freedom ; that fo
* whole‘Society The premise is not in question. Why division into the closed orbit of capitalist ambition, 

are those means not socially owned? Because the and motived with the idealist phantasies of capital

and fc they found themselves
tides of events they reacted to" the philosophy of 
ex cuts as status, and class, and interest touched the

current system, capital, signifies the ownership and ist ideation. And as the venue of political activities chords of sympathy or aversion. And according to the 
control of those means of life, by and for the ex- widened and changed under the widening stress of 
elusive interests of the capitalist class. The aim of trade issues, the fundamental economic of the ruling
Socialism is, therefore, the transference of property class.was forced more insistently, more completely they, as spokesmen of particular Ideals, could reach 
right in the means of life, from a single class, to so- into the .forefront of living life. And this constant
ciety. How is this transference to be effected? march of life and its reality, on theory ami its vision- comprehension, or, were repelled by the dead ness of 
There we touch the crucial question. And its ans- i«m, brought into ever" increasing prominence the its unimaginative inertia, 
wer is to be found, not merely in the phenomenal an- hurried shifts and double edged expedients of' class
tagonisms of effect, but in the basic fundamental of reform. For this exploitation of the living by the as the spring flowers, the abiding state, the eternal— 
its harmonies as well. dead , of need by law, demands and implies the eon- hills Yet not by determinate volitions ,but only as

Capital had ita inception as a social protest tinual redecoration of reality. their conceptual incidehce is proven by time, or an-
sgainst the obsolete restrictions of Feudalism It if static society is to continue in existence, if nulled by progress. The thing that they were, the 
took form and ideation from and amidst the conflict capitalist civilisation is to endure, the rode clash of thought that they dreamed is trite, or it is false. Not 
of developing commerce with the established aristo- interest must be softened. The struggle of section only relative to time, but relative to reality. That 
ersey of lend. It strove incessantly, in war and tur- with section for the necessities of their- ambitions is. it satisfies not merely the exigencies of the hour, 
moll, against the-tyranny of ancient class role; but must be alleviated ; the struggle of labor for bread but also eorrellates with the essentials of being, 
it was not that straggle that gave it victory. It de- mitigated : the quest of man for satisfaction, modi- Consequently, if false, it leaves but a memory, sepal- 
▼doped the intellectual reflex of its ambitions, yet in the modification of these things the force shred in the dust of pitying eyes. If true, it
Mi for Art was its triumph. It achieved itself he
ehaw, In harmony with the developing forces of mer- sustenance from the energy of pulsing condition, flic few “invariably right,” that can give a reason 
—481» conditions, it served, vitalised and re gen- Interest must choose and conciliate in the suhaervi- stand, conscious and decisive in,the dual relation of 
crated foe physical, -mental and moral needs of a enee 0f interest ; power gloss the secret of power in time and reality; while the “motion who can never 

r - aMÜty swathed m the bondage and servility of the contentment of exploitation ; need correllate with & wrong” maintain their cohesion by molar might 
and urged imperiously forward by the vibrant need m the violence of progress. And to do this they cSily in the foaming phases of time. Who was right,

__ W cognitions. It did not accomplish must use the forces at hand - the interaction of E°P(>r Bacon or medieval scholasticism ? Columbus,
ftaâl byway of eomtitotienal reform. On the eon- interest itself. Positive interest joins with its kind 4r the mass that jeered at his witlessnesa? Coper- 
trary, tf'iwwpt away foe restricting laws, régula- ^or a common objective. Negative interest—minor ni eus, or the quantity that saw- not his kingdom? 
fis* ân9 usagés of ancient privilege ; and the more ^ ppWer—ÿ thrust aside or absorbed. Dominance Bruno, or the dogma that destroyed him ? Darwin, * 
MlÉjflfflriÿEaarviytd foefcM of objective the more gnerffiees its rival—- and sometimes" Its rivalry—for er the world that derided? Mary, or the inertia of 
Avestic. waa foe.sweep of its activity. Under the, perpetuation of privileges. While exploited **freedom”? Lenin, or the btdk that determined 

itnds of freedom of thought and^freedom of subjection responds, almost mechanically, to the com- fcis activity? Iâebkneeht, or the number that orer- 
■(rfil frijit'fcr ita,ti.U privilege, drawing pjfag immediacy of need. Each and alL moved by* patched him? And last, but *ne the least to ns, 
qf'iS ^ffVBw fm foe mwiflterabk misery of primal interest, react to its impulse They sow as socialism, or the exigence of protagonism? >'~ 

ht and won the sympathies they ace; they struggle as they must ; they deviac Conversely, what determines the right of# a 
^ ^ ”Cr<^y ^ as th^ ça»; tiwy bind or they loosen as dream matter!—its exponent, er foe faggie of development?

■t with foe de- stances recréé; bot they triumph only as dream- What decides the acceptance, its truth or foe SSa£-
* folds her shimmering veil from the cold brow if e*ty of events? What sanctions the soda’ 1&

reality. ^ J x Its advocacy, or its necessity? What ▼
- -7---------- --- ' Who inaugurated the reform era: Russell and with the blood of Hfe, its hnman appeal, wM
*% . Grey, or capitalist expansion? Who widened the (Continued on page 8} -ÉS^sH
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